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What a difference a year makes! Last year we entered a site which was quickly
covered in a four inch layer of mud with many people requiring the services of a
tractor to drag them off the field. This year the sun shone and there was a light
breeze making the experience much more pleasant attracting a lot of visitors.
FREE TO MEMBERS
DDWC had a stand in the craft tent where we put on a display of items made by
members and in addition Roger King did some carving which created a lot of
interest. We aren’t permitted to sell from the stand, if we did an otherwise free stand would attract
a fee of £40, a sum we cannot afford! However, we had a lot of interested visitors during the day
with quite a number who went away seriously considering coming to the club in the near future.
Thanks to those members who gave up their day to promote the club
Its official - John McConnell
does NOT have a soggy
bottom!!
Congratulations to
John who this year, as
previously, turned his hand to
baking and took fourth prize
for his Sausage Meat
Pinwheels and FIRST prize for
his Battenberg Cake - well
done John!!

Some of our members entered the woodworking competition in the “Stick Tent” and it ended with
DDWC sweeping the board (above right)- James Sharpe took First and Third, Dick Potter carried off
Second place and Digby Owen took Fourth place. I understand that the winner will be treating
members to a drink out of his winnings - so that’s “a pint of shandy and 60 straws please”!
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September Meeting - Hands-on with a bonus
September was planned to be a hands-on event however when we learned that Paul Bellamy did a talk/
demo on sharpening turning tools the committee thought that here was something which would prove to
be interesting to a lot of members. Consequently it turned out to be quite a full day with Paul’s talk and
the usual activities on offer for all members. Additionally we had a good display of members’ work which
created a lot of interest especially David Reynolds’ miniature turning! This display will be a regular
feature of all hands-on days so when you are invited to bring along a few things don’t be shy, no one is
going to judge you and you or other members might pick up some useful tips. Six people are invited
each time gradually working down the membership list so in theory you will get an invitation about every
18 months.
It has to be said again that we had a splendid turnout for the competition, in total 16 entries appeared on
the tables and of these 14 followed the theme. There was a bonus point for the top which spun for the
longest time; in the Masters’ class Peter Fantham took the top spot with 2 minutes 14 seconds and in
the Members’ Open class Philip Jones was wearing the laurel wreath with a time of 2 minutes 41
seconds.

Demo/talk
feedback score

= 4.8/5

Paul Bellamy addresses his audience on the
subject of sharpening woodturning tools.
Tense moments as spinning tops from
the competition are run against the
clock.

Why do people pay to go up tall buildings and then put money in
binoculars to look at things on the ground?
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September Meeting - Hands-on continued

Top and above left:
Roger King’s carvers
engrossed in their
work.
Above and left: Dick
Potter discusses the
display of members’
work with a fellow
member and some
guests.
Right: part of David
Reynolds’ display, and Yes, the goblet really was that
small - the card is 36mm. wide. Please be aware that
David turns lace bobbins (his wife is a lacemaker) and he has offered to give a short demo/talk
at the February hands-on meeting on this particular aspect of woodturning.
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September Meeting - Hands-on continued

Oi!! You can’t park that there!! Balance bike
made by new member Ben Ward during the
time he was under contract to Santa Claus
Industries PLC.

Member John Minton takes the opportunity to work
on his latest furniture project while (right) Ernie
Hanson is careful to avoid finger damage while
under the watchful eye of two visitors!

What do you call a dinosaur with an extensive vocabulary?
A thesaurus.
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Members’ Open Competition - September
First place (right) was
taken by Val Branson with
her spinning top in
Laburnum. This is the first
time Val has entered the
competition so “Well
done!!”

Second place (far left) taken
by John Rowan with his
carving in Lime and Olive another first time entrant!
Third place went to John
Williams (below) with his
spinning top in Beech and
Sapele. John’s an old hand,
this was his second entry!!!

Also on the table were entries from
(Right) Philip Jones who grabbed the
extra point for the “longest spin” in his
class (2mins. 41 secs.) and (below
right) using Ply and Oak was Richard
Hagues and (below left) Tony
Reindorp employing his marquetry
skills.
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Members’ Open Competition - September - continued
(Left) Geoff
Dalton’s lidded
bowl in Pear
and (Right)
David Reynolds’
spinning top in
a c r y l i c
(continuing the
m i n i a t u r e
theme !)

(Right) Eric Hudson’s
pair of spinning tops in
Holly and (far right)
James Snell’s entry of a
spinning top.
(Below) John Waring’s
spinning top in Ebony

Below left- Graham Legg’s entry in Oak and below, an
original interpretation of the theme by Lisa Williams,
another first time entrant (unfortunately it didn’t spin
too well!!
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Masters’ Competition - September

Just three entries on the table so everyone
was sure of getting at least three points! In
first place was Peter Fantham with his
segmented spinning top which also took the
bonus point for the longest spin - 2mins. 14
secs.
Second place was James Sharpe’s
spinning top which featured Jo Sonja’s paints and the contents of the “bit box” using Oak,
Beech, Olive, Ash, Sycamore, Purpleheart and Lignum Vitae!! In third spot was Dick Potter’s
spinning top.

From page 14 - A sample pack of the abrasive sheets used can be obtained from
www.workshopheaven.com. This gives you a total of 13 sheets of different grits for the
sum of £12.50 including p&p. They also retail float glass sheets for use with the abrasive
sheets but they are rather expensive; speak to our librarian Chris, who has a sourced a
much cheaper alternative.
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Members’ Open Competition - October

Once again a good showing on the Members’ Open
competition table, eleven entries this month keeping up
the average.
In first place we had the imaginative entry from Richard
Hagues utilising plywood and Teak; in joint second
place Carole Snell represented the carvers with her
entry carved in Meranti and Peter Blair with his solitaire
game in Oak. Third place was taken by John Williams
with his tea light holder.
Further entries overleaf . . . . . . . . . .
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Members’ Open Competition - continued

Other entries were (clockwise from above
left): Bowl in Australian Ghost Gum from
Graham Legg; pen in a pot from John
Waring using Oak and Beech; vase in
Bubinga from Geoff Dalton; a dish in Burr
Oak from Tony Reindorp “Wot no
marquetry?”; a Scottish quaich in Oak from Derek Puplett; a nutmeg
grinder in Elm from Eric Hudson; a bowl in Laburnum from Ernie Hanson.

See you
Jimmy!
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Masters’ Competition - October

Again just three entries on the table and Peter
Fantham taking the honours with his finialed hollow
form . Second placed was Dick Potter’s entry of a
bowl using up some of his imports from New
Zealand of Kauri wood and Paua shell. In third
spot was James Sharpe with his square edged
bowl ( all fingers still intact!) in Ash.

Dick Potter had intended to enter a vase he had in production; unfortunately he was just
cleaning up the base and then “Disaaaaaahster daaaahling!!!!” (see below). I think its
known as an “Oh dear” moment (or similar!). But not to worry, as someone said, mount it
on a plinth and its got a good chance of winning the Turner Prize!
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October 2016 Meeting - Lee Stoffer
Our guest demonstrator for the month was Lee Stoffer who describes himself as a
green wood worker, that is to say he works with green wood, he is not a Shrek
lookalike! He has been following this craft for ten years and in his previous life was a
floor layer. His interest was kindled when he went to a show and purchased a baby’s
rattle for a forthcoming arrival from a green woodworker, got talking to the exhibitor
and ended up signing up for a course, and the rest as they say, is history. He
specialises in carving spoons but also makes bowls and even creates parts for house
building!
For his demonstration he chose to make a spoon and selected a log of Silver Birch
about two months old (from felling); it stays “green” for this period and any checking
at the ends can be cut off. He prefers to use freshly cut wood but anything up to two
months old is generally OK.
Most of us woodworkers own a lot of tools, many of which we rarely or never use, but
Lee doesn't use many tools! He used a tree surgeon's saw (pull cut) to cut his log to
a workable size. The very centre of the log is the driest part, the wet part (sap wood)
is on the outside. As the wood dries it tends to crack
from the centre outwards. The next step was to split the wood using a froe,
for a spoon the wood is quartered. Then using a carving axe the pith is
removed as is the back of the timber. I think all
members were a little surprised as to the
sharpness of the tools - mirror finish and sharp as
a razor. The technique used which makes the
whole process safer is to move the timber to
expose the part which needs removing and the
axe path remains constant. The end of a spoon,
especially an eating spoon, needs a crank at the
bowl and for this reason it is common to choose a
side branch and stem section which will provide a
"strong" crank. When a spoon is made the crank
is put in first using a saw and axe. Reference is
frequently made to a spoon template to make
sure that the right pieces are removed and to avoid any knots in the wood; for
this reason it is an advantage to use a clear plastic template. A spoon knife is
used to rough out the shape , excess is taken off the handle and then the
"ears" at the top of the bowl; further shaping was achieved using the axe before using a knife. Lee then
demonstrated various cuts and the safe practices used; cutting towards
the body surprised a lot of people but we were
shown how Lee makes it safe and as a backup
he wore a leather apron with extra padding on
the chest. The next tool he used was a
hollowing tool which again was razor sharp
and although the wood was held on the leg
Lee pointed out that it was relatively safe
compared to using a pointed blade. A basic
mistake is to try to take out too much wood in
one motion, about 7mm is quite sufficient. He
then reverted to using a straight knife to
reduce the rim to its final shape and size. It
isn't possible to achieve a final finish at this
stage so it has to be left for a couple of days to
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dry a little - you can't sand wet wood! The spoon was further refined using a
spoon knife, the wood is much harder to work now it has dried out a little so as
much work as possible should be done whilst it is still wet.
When he has completed his spoons Lee treats them with oil and then gives a
decorative finish quite often employing a chip
carving technique.
Lee went on to explain the varying factors
affecting sharpening techniques used for carving
tools; different steels are used in their production
and heat treatments vary which changes the
properties of the metal. He uses a number of
different systems: Japanese water stones, wet/dry
paper attached to a board or aluminium oxide paper attached to a piece of
float glass. This is particularly useful when sharpening flat blades (plane
blade) as a honing guide can easily be employed.
(see page 7)
After the break Lee commenced to show us how he
made a bowl. He split a log and flattened the base;
hollowing of the body was started with an adze and
once the basic shape was achieved a spoon
hollowing tool was used to refine the shape and
remove marks left by the adze. An axe was then
employed to commence shaping the
base and sides of the bowl, continuing
until the wall thickness was of required
dimension. Shaping was completed by
using a draw knife. Using the spoon
gouge the base is now hollowed very
slightly; when the wood has dried and
final finishing is carried out the base is
planed flat.
Lee concluded his session by
demonstrating the technique of chip carving which
he often uses to decorate his spoons.
Chip carving is carried out on dry, not green, wood
and uses just the point of a blade. All chips are
taken out in triangular shapes pushing in the blade
point angled so that it is aimed at the centre of the
triangle with the result that chips are taken out with
three cuts only. If the triangle is too large to be taken out with the three cuts
then it is subdivided into three smaller triangles and then the cuts performed.

Demo feedback score

4.4/5.0
If you completed a feedback form, then “Thank you for taking the time and
trouble”. If you didn’t, then please make every effort to complete one after
our next demonstration. Thank you
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Xmas is coming . . . . . and so is the AGM!!

At the last count (October meeting) the
membership stood at a healthy all time high of 60.
However, the club appears to be run by a very
small handful of people which is not good for either
the club or the people concerned. We need new
blood, new ideas and be able to spread the load so
consider putting yourself forward to assist in the
running of YOUR club.

D.D.W.C

Wanted - “Co-ordinators” for
a) Club competitions
b) Hands-on and Open Day
c) Brailsford Show.
There are a number of members for whom this year will be their first AGM and so maybe a short
explanation of events might be in order.
Xmas Fuddle
Following the boring formalities we hold the members' Xmas social or "fuddle". Whilst some food is
provided out of club funds we ask that all members bring along a small contribution such as sandwiches,
cakes, biscuits, sausage rolls etc. There will be a list available at the November meeting for you to add
your name and anticipated contribution; in this way we hopefully will avoid 40 or so people each bringing a
dozen sausage rolls!
Raffle
We will be holding a raffle and any contributions of prizes to add to those purchased by the club will be
most welcome. Proceeds from the sale of tickets will go to club funds.
Secret Santa
It has been customary to hold a Secret Santa and if you wish to take part you should bring along a gift
suitably wrapped to the value of about £4.
And finally,
The Great Tool, Tackle & Timber Sale
Or put another way, a Bring & Buy! It is what it says, dig out those unwanted tools, stuffed Spanish
donkeys, tasteful Parisian art prints, paperbacks, children's toys etc. - it doesn't have to be wood related.
Tables will be set up for you to display your merchandise; it isn't a requirement but at the end of the day a
small donation (5% of takings?) to club funds would be most appreciated.
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For Sale

Diary Date

The North of England
Woodworking &
Power Tool Show
18 - 20 November
Gt. Yorkshire Showground
Harrogate
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Record Power Lathe CL1
36 inches between centres
12 inches over the bed
3 speed 3/4 HP
Curved bowl rests
Included is an extension arm for turning larger
diameters when purchased as an accessory would
cost £100
For Sale £175

Interested? Then contact the editor for details of
Robert Sorby Jig
vendor
I’ve received some information from Paul Bellamy which
follows on from what we learned at the Turners Retreat
demo day:
A couple of years ago I found out that the Robert Sorby
systems, both the ProEdge and their Universal Bench
Grinder system, use a Tormek jig (SVD185). They don't
manufacture their own.
Robert Sorby don't explain how to fully utilise this fingernail
jig, preferring to sell additional mounting blocks rather than
using an allen key to make an adjustment. If there are any
members with either of these systems, they may like to look
at the attached document, as it could save them money and
make setup much easier. It's taken from the Tormek website.
I have the document above in PDF format which I can
forward to any member who would like a copy. If you
haven’t the facilities to print out the document (20 pages), it
can be supplied at a small charge - please contact me, The
Editor.

Club Contacts
Chairman - Derek Puplett
chairman@ddwc.co.uk
Vice-Chairman - Philip Jones
vicechair@ddwc.co.uk
Secretary - Roger King
secretary@ddwc.co.uk
Treasurer - Digby Owen
treasurer@ddwc.co.uk
Demonstration Co-ordinator - Dick Potter
Tools Co-ordinator - Tom Livesey
Librarian - Chris Carlton-Bull
library@ddwc.co.uk
Competitions Co-ordinator/Woodworms
Editor - James Sharpe
woodworms@ddwc.co.uk

Woodworms - Independent newsletter of
Derbyshire Dales Woodcraft Club.
Editor/publisher : James Sharpe
20 Beech Drive,
Ashbourne DE6 1HL
01335 344 933

Should you wish to contact anyone NOT
displaying an email address then use
info@ddwc.co.uk and your message will
be forwarded to the appropriate person.
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